Abstract. It is characterized when coarsening functors between categories of graded modules preserve injectivity of objects, and when they commute with graded covariant Hom functors.
Introduction
with the functor that forgets the graduation. The aim of this note is to study functors of this type.
Let M be a G-graded R-module. Some properties of M behave well under coarsening functors -e.g., M is projective (in GrMod G (R)) if and only if M [ψ] is projective (in GrMod H (R [ψ] )) -, but others do not. An example is injectivity. For H = 0 it is well known that if M [ψ] is injective then so is M , but that the converse does not necessarily hold. However, the converse does hold if G is finite, as shown by Nǎstǎsescu, Raianu and Van Oystaeyen ( [9] ). We generalize this to arbitrary H by showing that the converse holds if Ker(ψ) is finite, and we moreover show that this is the best possible without imposing further conditions on R or M (Theorem 2.4). One should note that finiteness of Ker(ψ) is fulfilled if G is of finite type and ψ is the canonical projection onto G modulo its torsion subgroup. Such coarsenings can be used to reduce the study of graduations by groups of finite type to that of (often easier) graduations by free groups of finite rank.
A further interesting question is whether coarsening functors commute with graded Hom functors. The G-graded covariant Hom functor G Hom R (M, •) of M maps a G-graded R-module N onto the G-graded R-module ). For H = 0 this is an isomorphism if and only if G is finite or M is small, as shown by Gómez Pardo, Militaru and Nǎstǎsescu ([5] ). We generalize this to arbitrary H by showing that h M ψ is an isomorphism if and only if Ker(ψ) is finite or M is small (Theorem 3.7). A surprising consequence is that if h M ψ is an isomorphism for some epimorphism ψ with infinite kernel then h M ϕ is an isomorphism for every epimorphism ϕ (Corollary 3.8).
The proofs of the aforementioned results are similar to and inspired by those in [9] and [5] . In particular, they partially rely on the existence of adjoint functors of coarsening functors, treated in the first section.
Coarsening functors and their adjoints
We first recall the definition of coarsening and refinement functors for rings and modules, and the construction of some canonical morphisms of functors.
(1.1) A) For a G-graded ring R there is an H-graded ring R [ψ] with underlying ring the ring underlying R and with H-graduation
in GrAnn H with underlying map the map underlying u. This defines a functor
For an H-graded ring S there is a G-graded ring S [ψ] with G-graduation (S ψ(g) ) g∈G , so that its underlying additive group is g∈G S ψ(g) , and with multiplication given by the maps S ψ(g) × S ψ(h) → S ψ(g)+ψ(h) for g, h ∈ G induced by the multiplication of S. For v : S → T in GrAnn H there is a
This defines a functor
(1.2) A) For a G-graded ring R, the coproduct in Ab of the canonical in-
G , and the coproduct in Ab of the restrictions
Varying R we get a monomorphism
and an epimorphism δ ψ : (
For an H-graded ring S, the coproduct in Ab of the codiagonals
) with underlying map the map underlying u. This defines an exact functor
with G-graduation (M ψ(g) ) g∈G , so that its underlying additive group is g∈G M ψ(g) , and with S [ψ] -action given by the maps
C) For a G-graded ring R, composing
with scalar restriction GrMod (1.4) A) Let R be a G-graded ring. For a G-graded R-module M , the coproduct in Ab of the canonical injections [ψ]
) (for modules) that forgets the graduation. B) Let ψ : /2 → 0 and let S be a ring. The underlying additive group of S [ψ] is the group S ⊕ S, its components of degree 0 and 1 are S × 0 and 0 × S, respectively, and its multiplication is given by (a,
C) Let A be a ring and let R be the G-graded ring with R 0 = A and R g = 0 for g ∈ G\0. Then, R [ψ] is the H-graded ring with (R [ψ] ) 0 = A and (R [ψ] ) h = 0 for h ∈ H \ 0, and GrMod G (R) and GrMod H (R [ψ] ) are canonically isomorphic to the product categories Mod(A) G and Mod(A) H , respectively. Under these isomorphisms,
, respectively. Using this it is readily checked that for an H-graded
For modules, ψ-coarsening is left adjoint to ψ-refinement ([9, 3.1]), and for H = 0 the same holds for rings ([11, 1.2.2]). We recall now the result for modules and generalize the one for rings to arbitrary H.
(1.6) Proposition a) For a G-graded ring R there is an adjunction
with unit α ′ ψ and counit β ′ ψ . b) There is an adjunction
− − → GrAnn G with unit α ψ and counit β ψ .
Proof. Straightforward.
In [9, 3.1] it was shown that if Ker(ψ) is finite then ψ-refinement for modules is left adjoint to ψ-coarsening. For H = 0 this was sharpened by the result that ψ-coarsening has a left adjoint if and only if G is finite ([3, 2.5]). We now generalize this to arbitrary H and prove moreover the corresponding statement for rings. We will need the following remark on products of graded rings and modules.
(1.7) A) The category GrAnn G has products, but
does not necessarily commute with them. The product R = i∈I R (i) of a family (R (i) ) i∈I of Ggraded rings in GrAnn G is a G-graded ring as follows. Its components are i∈I R (i) g for g ∈ G, so that its underlying additive group is g∈G i∈I R (i)
g . For i ∈ I, the multiplication of R (i) is given by maps R
g+h for g, h ∈ G, and their products i∈I R
B) Let R be a G-graded ring. The category GrMod G (R) has products, but
does not necessarily commute with them. The product M = i∈I M (i) of a family (M (i) ) i∈I of G-graded R-modules in GrMod G (R) is a G-graded R-module as follows. Its components are i∈I M (i) g for g ∈ G, so that its underlying additive group is
g+h for g, h ∈ G, and their products
(1.8) Theorem a) If R is a G-graded ring, then
has a left adjoint if and only if Ker(ψ) is finite, and then
is an adjunction with unit γ ′ ψ and counit δ ′ ψ . 
is an adjunction with unit γ ψ and counit δ ψ .
Proof. If Ker(ψ) is finite then γ ′ ψ (for modules) and γ ψ (for rings) are defined (1.4 B), 1.2 B) ). In both cases it is straightforward to check that • [ψ] is left adjoint to • [ψ] .
We prove now the converse statement for modules, analogously to [11, 2.5 
the canonical projections. There is a unique morphism ξ in GrMod
in GrMod H (R [ψ] ) commutes. This ξ is an isomorphism since • [ψ] commutes with products. Taking components of degree 0 we get a commutative diagram
in Ab, where the unmarked morphisms are the canonical injections (1.7 B)). For g ∈ Ker(ψ) we set
As ξ h is an isomorphism it follows
Thus, Ker(ψ) = {f ∈ Ker(ψ) | (x g f ) g∈Ker(ψ) = 0} is finite. Finally, the converse statement for rings is obtained analogously by considering the algebra K[G] of G over a field K, furnished with its canonical Ggraduation, and the family (R (g) ) g∈Ker(ψ) of G-graded rings with
for g ∈ G. Denoting by {e g | g ∈ G} the canonical basis of K[G] and considering the elements e g ∈ R (g) g \ 0 for g ∈ G we can proceed as above.
Application to injective modules
We keep the hypothesis of Section 1. The symbols • [ψ] and • [ψ] refer always to coarsening functors for graded modules over appropriate graded rings.
In this section we apply the foregoing generalities to the question on how injective graded modules behave under coarsening functors. A lot of work on this question, but mainly in case H = 0, was done by Nǎstǎsescu et al. (e.g. [3] , [8] , [9] ). [9, 3.3] it was shown that the converse does hold if G is finite and H = 0. We generalize this to the case of arbitrary G and H such that Ker(ψ) is finite, and we moreover show that this is the best we can get without imposing conditions on R and M . Our proof is inspired by [3, 3.14] . We first need some remarks on injectives and cogenerators, and a (probably folklore) variant of the graded Bass-Papp Theorem; we include a proof for lack of reference. B) In an abelian category C, a monomorphism with injective source is a section, and a section with injective target has an injective source ( [7, 8.4.4-5] ). If C fulfils AB4 * then an object A is an injective cogenerator if and only if every object is the source of a morphism with target A L for some set L ( [7, 5.2.4] ). This implies ([12, 3.2.6] ) that if A is an injective cogenerator and L is a nonempty set then A L is an injective cogenerator. C) If R is a G-graded ring then GrMod G (R) is abelian, fulfils AB5, and has a generator. Hence, it has an injective cogenerator ( [7, 9.6.3] ). D) Let R be a G-graded ring and let M be a G-graded R-module. Analogously to [1, X.1.8 Proposition 12] one sees that M is a cogenerator if and only if every simple G-graded R-module is the source of a nonzero morphism with target M . As M is simple if M [ψ] is so, it follows that if M is a cogenerator then so is M [ψ] .
(2.3) Proposition A G-graded ring R is noetherian 1 if and only if E ⊕AE is injective for every injective cogenerator E in GrMod G (R).
Proof. Analogously to [2, 4 .1] one shows that R is noetherian if and only if countable sums of injective G-graded R-modules are injective. Thus, if R is noetherian then E ⊕AE is injective for every injective cogenerator E. Conversely, suppose this condition to hold, let (M i ) i∈AE be a countable family of injective G-graded R-modules, and let E be an injective cogenerator in GrMod 2 B) ). Taking the direct sum over i ∈ AE we get a section j :
by hypothesis, and as j is a section thus so is i∈AE M i (2.2 B) ). By the first sentence of the proof this yields the claim.
(2.4) Theorem Ker(ψ) is finite if and only if
preserves injectivity for every G-graded ring R.
Proof. Finiteness of Ker(ψ) implies that • [ψ]
preserves injectivity by 1.3 C), 1.8 a) and 2.2 A). For the converse we suppose that • [ψ] preserves injectivity for every G-graded ring and assume that Ker(ψ) is infinite. Let A be a nonnoetherian ring and let R be the G-graded ring with R 0 = A and
is the H-graded ring with (R [ψ] ) 0 = A and (R [ψ] ) h ) = 0 for h ∈ H \ 0, and in particular non-noetherian. Let E be a injective cogenerator in GrMod
(1.5 C)), and this H-graded R [ψ] -module is injective by 2.2 A), 1.6 a), 1.3 A) and the hypothesis. Now, infinity of Ker(ψ), 2.2 B) and 2.3 yield the contradiction that R [ψ] is noetherian.
(2.5) If Ker(ψ) is infinite and torsionfree we can construct more interesting examples of G-graded rings R such that • [ψ] does not preserve injectivity than in the proof of 2.4. Indeed, let A be the algebra of Ker(ψ) over a field, furnished with its canonical Ker(ψ)-graduation. Let R be the G-graded ring with R g = A g for g ∈ Ker(ψ) and R g = 0 for g ∈ G \ Ker(ψ), so that R [ψ] is the H-graded ring with (R The above result can be used to show that graded versions of covariant right derived cohomological functors commute with coarsenings with finite kernel (cf. [14] ).
Application to Hom functors
We keep the hypotheses of Section 2. Let R be a G-graded ring and let M be a G-graded R-module. If no confusion can arise we write Hom(•, ) instead of Hom GrMod G (R) (•, ) for the Hom bifunctor with values in Ab. As a second application of the generalities in Section 1 we investigate when coarsening functors commute with covariant graded Hom functors. For H = 0 a complete answer was given by Gómez Pardo, Militaru and Nǎstǎsescu ([5] , see also [6] ). We generalize their result to arbitrary H, leading to the astonishing observation that if a covariant graded Hom functor commutes with some coarsening functor with infinite kernel then it commutes with every coarsening functor.
As in [5] , the notion of a small module turns out to be important. We start by recalling it and then prove a generalization of [5, 3 .1] on coarsening of small modules and of steady rings.
(3.1) Let I be a set, let N = (N i ) i∈I be a family of G-graded R-modules and let ι j : N j i∈I N i denote the canonical injection for j ∈ I. The monomorphisms Hom(M, ι j ) in Ab for j ∈ I induce a morphism λ M I (N) in Ab such that the diagram
where the unmarked monomorphisms are the canonical injections and the unmarked isomorphism is the canonical one, commutes for j ∈ I. It follows that λ M I (N) is a monomorphism. If N is constant with value N then we write λ M I (N ) instead of λ M I (N). Varying N we get a monomorphism E ⊆ Ker(ψ) and for e ∈ E a v e : M → N (e) in GrMod G (R) such that for x ∈ M it holds ∇(u(x)) = r e∈E v e (x). For g ∈ G this implies
h ) h∈Ker(ψ) ∈ ( h∈Ker(ψ) N (h)) g = h∈Ker(ψ) N (h) g with u(x g ) = (n (g) h ) h∈Ker(ψ) , but it holds ∇(u(x g )) ∈ e∈E N (e) g and therefore n (g) h = 0 for h ∈ Ker(ψ)\E. This implies ∇(u(x)) ∈ e∈E N (e), thus u(M ) ⊆ e∈E N (e), and hence the claim. is an isomorphism and prove that M is small. Let (L i ) i∈AE be a family of G-graded R-modules, let L = i∈AE L i , let l i : L i L denote the canonical injection for i ∈ AE, and let f : M → L in GrMod G (R). Let N = g∈Ker(ψ) L(g), and let n g : L(g) N denote the canonical injection for g ∈ Ker(ψ). It is readily checked that N (g) ∼ = N for g ∈ Ker(ψ). As Ker(ψ) is infinite we can without loss of generally suppose AE ⊆ Ker(ψ). Choosing for g ∈ AE an isomorphism N → N (g) we get a monomorphism v : N ⊕AE g∈Ker(ψ) N (g). Furthermore, we get a monomorphism u = i∈AE n 0 • l i : i∈AE L i N ⊕AE , hence a morphism v • u • f : M → g∈Ker(ψ) N (g). By 3.6 there exists a finite subset E ⊆ Ker(ψ) with v(u(f (M ))) ⊆ g∈E N (g) ⊆ g∈Ker(ψ) N (g). By construction of v there exists a finite subset E ′ ⊆ AE with u(f (M )) ⊆ N ⊕E ′ ⊆ N ⊕AE . Thus, by construction of u, we have f (M ) ⊆ i∈E ′ L i ⊆ i∈AE L i = L. Therefore, M is small.
At the end we get the surprising corollary mentioned before. 
